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Gemara:  
• The Gemara picks up with attempt to answer the following question: We know that hanacha and akira need 

to be to/from an area that is 4x4 amos. Yet we have a Mishna which states that an ani is chayav for 
placing/taking something to/from the hand of a baal habayis where the ani is in one domain and the baal 
habayis is in another, despite the fact that a person’s hand is not 4x4 amos! The Gemara asks “With whose 
opinion is this ruling (of not needing a 4x4 space) in accordance?” 

• R Yosef suggests the Tanna might be Rebbi, based on a case where one who threw something into a Reshus 
HaRabim (RH’R) and it landed on a pole/protrusion of any size, Rebbi says he’s chayav. These seems to suggest 
that Hanacha does not require 4x4 according to Rebbi. 

o This is rejected, as Rebbi only said this to support his opinion of “branches are considered an 
extension of a tree” (if a tree trunk is in one domain and the branches are in another) 

• We then suggest R Yosef was referring to a case where one who threw something from a RH’R to another RH’R 
and it passed over a Reshus Hayachid (RH’Y) in the process, Rebbi says he is chayav twice – for going through 
two domains. This seems to indicate you don’t need 4x4 for hanacha or akira 

o This is rejected, as Rebbi only said he was chayav there because the RH’Y had a roof – which is not the 
case in our Mishna as you can’t have a RH’R with a roof 

• R Zeira suggests the ruling is in accordance with the the Acherim, based on their ruling in a case where one 
person throws something from one domain to another person in another domain, if the “receiver” stands still, 
the thrower is Chayav despite the fact there was no hanacha in a 4x4 area.  

o This is rejected as well, as this may be a raya to hanacha but what about akira? In addition, perhaps 
the receiver caught the object in his coat/cloak, which is 4x4. 

• R Abba suggests the Mishna is referring to a case where the placing/receiving was done in a basket that is 4x4 
o This is ultimately rejected, as the Mishna didn’t say basket, it said “hands” 

• R Avahu suggests the Mishna is referring to a case where he lowered his hand to within 3 tefachim of the 
ground and due to the concept of lavud, his hand becomes like the ground (and is therefore 4x4). And despite 
the fact that the Mishna says he’s “standing,” perhaps he is crouching, in a hole, or is a dwarf. 

o This answer is rejected as these approaches are atypical & unlikely to represent the Tanna’s intention 
• Rava & R Yochanan say ultimately, its because one’s hand is considered a 4x4 space, even if it’s not actually 

4x4.  
• R Avin/R Ilai/R Yochanan say any hanacha into a hand is considered like 4x4 (regardless of the mekabel’s daas) 

 
• R Yochanan says if a person throws something from one domain and runs to another domain and catches it, 

what is the halacha? How do we view “2 kochos in a person?”  
o The gemara says Teyku. 

• R Avin/R Yochanan say if one reaches into another’s domain, receives rainwater, then carries it back to his 
domain, he is chayav, despite the fact that there appears to be no hanacha. How can this be? 

o After a few answers are rejected, Rava says the rainwater was collected from a hole (there was 
hanacha.) We see that water collected from on top of other water is indeed considered hanacha. 

• Rava says if a nut is in a kli which is floating on water, can one lift the nut? Do we formulate our opinion based 
on the kli (which is not at rest) or based on the nut (which is at rest.) 

o The gemara says Teyku. 
• If oil is floating on top of wine, R Yochanan views the two liquids as one entity. Rabbanan view them as two 

entities. (This machlokes manifests by the case of a tvul yom who only touches the oil, what is tameh?) 
• R Avin says if one is carrying food/drink between RH’R and RH’Y, he is only chayav when he comes to rest. 

Abaya says this is only if he fully stops to rest, not if he stops to adjust his load. 
o Despite the fact that we already know this concept from R Yochanan, this is not a concern to us as its 

just different Amoraim conveying the same message differently. 
 
Inspiration: 
• When the Gemara ask “how do we view 2 kochos of a person?” we conclude Teyku. This is appropriate, as 

how can we understand how the same person has the koach to do such good but also the koach for such bad? 


